Making It Easy-MIE
Making Cambodia Easy!
Khmer Language Course for Expats
Course title : Listening and Speaking
Level
: Beginner Part II
Course length: 15 hours
Class size
: 2 to 5 students

Course fee
: $90/student
Schedule:
1. Monday and Wednesday: 9:00-10:00AM, 5:00-6:00 PM,
6:00-7:00 PM
2. Tuesday and Thursday : 9:00-10:00AM, 5:00-6:00 PM,
6:00-7:00 PM
See Course calendar
Venue: Impact Hub Phnom Penh, 1st Starting date: January 16th , 2017
Floor, #17, Street 306, BKK1, Phnom Ending date : March 6th, 2017
Penh, Cambodia
Fee and registration deadline: January 15th, 2017 | To register, click here
Contact: +85589714442/lcs@makingeasycambodia.com
Course Description:
Khmer Listening and Speaking Beginner course comprises two parts- part1 and 2; each part takes 15
hours.
The1st part, a fundamental or preparation phase for beginners, has been started with simple rules of
Khmer language followed by some basic conversational lessons. According to our students who took the 1st
part, they have been able to understand new sentences and vocabulary in a book on their own when they do
self-study;
In this 2nd part, learners’ conversational skill will be developed further through various topics; they
will expand their vocabulary and be able to produce more sentences from English to Khmer to make it
practical for them, we have created authentic and real-life based lessons to teach them. The students also
learn different tips to speaking Khmer quickly from our teachers.
In addition to conversational skill development, in each lesson, the students will be exposed to
Cambodian culture as well, which is very important for foreigners who live and work in Cambodia.
Objectives:
At the end of this course completion, students will be able to:
- have conversations with Cambodian people
- gain cultural knowledge
- develop their confidence in speaking
Methods:
Due to variety of learner types, various methods employed in the lessons are communicative
approach, task-based learning approach, direct method and grammar-translation method, which are believed
to be effective for teaching speaking and listening skills.
Each lesson takes 2 sessions or hours; the first session is instructional, and the second one will be
focused more on practice.
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Assessment methods:
Students will be tested at the end of the course.
Course outline
Session
Topics
Lesson 1: Meals
1-2

3-4

Lesson 2: What time is it?

Hour(s)
2

2

Objectives
-

5-6
7

8-9

Lesson 3: How much is it?

2

Revision and Quiz

1

-

Lesson 4: Shopping at the
market

2

-

10-11

Lesson 5: What is this?

2

12-13

Lesson 6: Which color do you
like?

2

14-15

Lesson 7: At the boutique

2

-

Exam (30 minutes)
-

students learn some names of Khmer food;
students can order and ask about food in
Khmer.
students can say numbers from 1 to 60 in
Khmer;
students can ask and tell about time in
Khmer.
students identify Khmer currency;
students can ask and tell about price.
students recall previous lessons;
students’ doubts are clear.
Students identify which points they need to
improve.
students can say some names of Khmer
fruit, vegetables and meat;
students can ask and answer about what
they want to buy.
students gain more vocabulary about things;
students can ask and answer about things.
students can say colors in Khmer.
students can tell about their favorite color
students can ask and answer about which
color they want.
students can ask about price of the clothes;
students can ask about clothes they want to
buy;
exam
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